28th December, 2016

Dear Brothers and Sisters based in U.S.,

First of all, we sincerely appreciate the unconditional efforts and generous support devoted by AFA to Cathay’s Cabin Crew based in the United States. There is nothing more important than a timely assistance at such crucial moment in the long battle of Labour Rights and Justice.

Distance shall never be the hurdle which falls us apart, and the solid faith we deliver is merely a moral act for Cathay Pacific to protect the Rights of her employees in the Social Welfare aspect.

Solidarity is always the most invincible element in every Union and Association. No matter how long the fight is, and no matter how hard the battle would be, determination for Justice shall always a righteous move which lead us towards a Fair Future.

Without any hesitation or doubts ahead, AFA serves as an unbeatable voice to ensure Cabin Crew are being taken care of in all aspects. We believe AFA would be fearless to protect the Rights of Collective Bargaining and use the collective strength to strive for improvements.

Please take this valuable chance and VOTE for yourself. Show the Management of all your strength and let no force destroy the values of Conscience and Morality. You are indeed the Beacon of Hope of yourself. Be the Power of Change and to build a Strong Union together.

Fight for your Rights. Stand for Justice.

In Solidarity,

By the order of FAU ExCo,

P.P.

Dora Lai
FAU Chairman